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1.0! Introduction
1.1! Introduction to the Guild Inn
The Guild Inn is a publicly owned, densely forested, eighty-eight acre site
on the Scarborough bluffs, providing magnificent views of Lake Ontario
and a key public access point to the lake shore and waterfront trail. The
site has a remarkable history as a Canadian Arts and Crafts colony. A
number of structures on the site have been designated under the Ontario
Heritage Act, largely for their historical significance. The property contains
formal gardens, sculpture and many interesting and beautiful architectural
fragments. There is also a significant art collection and archival material
related to the Guild of All Arts that is owned by the City.
Despite the siteʼs reputation, the deaths of Rosa and Spencer Clark in the
1980ʼs started a slow decline of this property. Since 2002 when the hotel
was closed, the site has been increasingly underutilized and vandalized.

1. Map of Guild Inn area, site indicated. Google

Vandals have cost the site the Studio Building, the former stables and
garage, which was burned Christmas 2008 and is now entirely gone.
The 1960ʼs hotel wing, the primary hotel component of the Guild Inn
operation after its construction, was also severely deteriorated and was
demolished by the City of Toronto in 2009.
With the loss of these two building components, the site is left with four
significant buildings, The House / Inn, Building 191, the Sculptorʼs Cabin
and the Osterhaut Cabin.
The main House / Inn with the original Bickford house at its core, despite
City attempts at securing the building, has been broken into by vandals
over the years. The result of multiple entries is that all windows have been
smashed, water leakage has damaged in some areas, ceiling, wall and
PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!

2. Aerial View Guild c1980, note central location
and strong axial organization of gardens with view
corridor to the lake.
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floor finishes, remaining chattels have been damaged and thrown about,
copper piping was violently removed resulting in damage in various parts
of the building, and there is a host of general damage and graffiti to many
walls.
The City has over the course of many years attempted to involve the
private sector in the site, primarily for improvements to and operation of
the portion of the site which includes the House / Inn and its immediate
environs , a small portion of the 88 acres which constitutes the entire site.

3. The ruins of the Studio Building
burned Christmas 2008. BlogTO

Previous attempts to involve the private sector have not resulted in
success, however, the City in 2013 issued an RFEOI and a RFP for for
improvements to and use of the House / Inn site. Dynamic Hospitality was
successful as a proponent and proposes the development of an events
centre, The Guild Inn Estate, using at its core the historic Bickford House,
the original Guild Inn of 1932.
As an enabling project for the Dynamic work, the City of Toronto will
remediate the Inn and remove the later additions to the east, north and
west.
This Interpretive Plan is written as a component of a current proposal for
reuse. It is a requirement the City of Toronto is based on designs prepared
by Queens Quay Architects, and is a proposal for the Interpretation of
the Guild that will take place within scope the Dynamic facility.

1.2! History
1.2.1! Early History
The Township of Scarborough was first laid out in 1791 and developed slowly
from the bush. John Graves Simcoe made the Crown Grant of land to William
Osterhout who had chosen the lot where the earlier cabin now stands. It was
PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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resurveyed in 1833 and 1864 to the current arrangement. Farms were developed
by original grantees and or purchasers and small hamlets grew up throughout
this primarily agricultural region. The Scarborough Post Office was located just
west of the Guild Inn site near the intersection of Kingston Rd. and Eglinton Ave.
In 1878 the lands of the Guild Inn were noted as belonging to the Humphry
family, partially William and partially James Humphry.
1.2.2! The Bickford Residence 1914 -1921
The original two storey ʻBickfordʼ residence was constructed in 1914 as the
summer home for Colonel Harold Bickford and his family. Ranelagh Park, as the
estate was also called, was a large property that extended to the Scarborough
bluffs.

5. Bickford House front, c 1920

The main building was organized in a butterfly plan, wrapping around an
entrance drive and porte-cochère. The ground floor was organized around a
large entrance hall with wide wooden staircase on the left side and library on the
right. This hall led into an interconnected living room and dining area, which in
turn opened onto an exterior terrace on the south side of the building. Three
guest bedrooms and a washroom were located in the ground floor east wing, with
a servantsʼ area and kitchen in the west wing. At the second floor level, there
were four large bedrooms in the central section, with three small bedrooms and a
nursery on the east side and four servants bedrooms on the west side. There
appears to have been a staircase in the east wing connecting the nursery and
childrenʼs bedrooms directly outside, as well as stairs in the west wing for the
servants. The basement, which was only fully excavated under the main central
part of the house, contained a boiler room, storage, cellar for fruit and vegetables
and a laundry room. The house had seven fireplaces and six and a half
6. Bickford House rear c 1920
bathrooms. Hot water radiators provided winter heat.
The original building was of masonry and wood frame construction with stuccoed
exterior walls on a stone foundation. The windows were multi pane casements at
the front façade, and a combination of French doors (at the central section) and
PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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double hung windows (at the wings) at the rear, or south side. The gable roof of
the rectangular central portion of the house terminated in projecting end walls,
and lower hipped roofs at the wings had projecting eave extensions tucking
under the roof of the main house.
Stylistically, the original building had roots in English vernacular picturesque
“cottage” design with a loose symmetry and formal classical grandeur. The lower
hipped roofs at the wings and eave returns have a period British Arts and Crafts
appearance.
The Studio originally housed stables for Col. Bickfordʼs polo ponies. Polo was
played on the oval field in front of the house. A two car garage beside the stable
had a second floor apartment, presumably for Col. Bickfordʼs driver.
In 1921, due to a downturn in his fortunes, Col. Bickford was forced to sell the
property.

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!

7. Bickford House Plans c 1914, ground fl (right)
second floor (left)
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1.2.3! China Mission Seminary 1921 – 1923 and ʻCliff Acresʼ / RV Look
Estate 1923 - 1932
Between 1921 and 1923, the China Mission College, under the direction of
Father JM Fraser, owned and operated the site as a boarding school for young
missionaries bound for China. Although the building had numerous bedrooms,
the mission quickly outgrew the premises. The property was sold to an American
businessman, Richard Veech Look who owned ʻCliff Acresʼ from 1923-1932.
During the ʻMissionʼ years, the terrace balcony at the south side appears to have
been altered with a series of round archways enclosing the ground floor terrace.
These were subsequently removed and replaced with wrought iron balconies at
the second floor and decorative iron finials at the roof.
1.2.4! The Guild of All Arts 1932 - 1979
The story of the Guild Inn begins in 1932, at the height of the depression, when
industrialization, technological advancement and societal values were in a rapid
and tumultuous state of change. In 1932, Rosa Breithaupt Hewetson, a wealthy
young business woman and widow purchased the property and married Herbert
Spencer Clark, a man with a similar social conscience and aspirations.

8. Bickford House, south elevation c 1932 just prior to
purchase by the Clarks. Note arched porch is
removed.

9. Spencer and Rosa
History Guild Inn

The Clarks took their honeymoon in Roycroft in East Aurora, New York, near
Buffalo. Although at that time it was past its prime as an artistsʼ colony, Roycroft
PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!

10. Spencer and Rosa married,
Guild Inn 1932, History Guild Inn
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was famous in the Arts and Crafts movement and was to influence Rosa and
Spencer. The Clarksʼ dream was to transform their grand summer home and
estate on the Scarborough Bluffs into a self sufficient co-operative for artists and
craftsmen. Inspired by this visit to Roycroft they established personal goals for
the support of Canadian arts and crafts, traditional skills and methods of
fabrication.
Recognizing the importance of the arts in society, they formed ʻThe Guild of All
Artsʼ, an artists cooperative and centre for Canadian artists and craftsmen based
on the American Roycroft community model.
12. Living Room 1932, later the east oak dining
room of the Guild, History Guild Inn

13. A bedroom at the Guild in the 1930ʼs-40s, History Guild Inn

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!

14. Guild House port cochere and front entrance
c1937
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From 1932 to 1943, the Guild (Bickford) House became a residence for
craftsmen and the Studio Building, the Bickford stables and garage,
accommodated their workshops. A few acres were planted with food crops and
chickens and cows were kept to provide eggs and milk. One of the objectives of
the Guild was to teach career oriented skills such as weaving, woodworking, iron
work and ceramics.
By the mid 1930ʼs, people were coming in droves to the Guild to see the
operation. In 1934, the west kitchen wing was expanded in order to provide
meals for the visitors. In 1937, the ground floor addition on the north side
provided increased dining facilities as well as a gift shop. This was followed by
further expansion of the wings and new dormer additions to provide additional
guest rooms. By the early 1940ʼs The Guild had become a country inn set amid
working artisans surrounded by magnificent grounds.
Over the years, Rosa and Spenser acquired some 500 acres stretching from
Kingston Road down to the lake and included one and a half miles of shoreline.
Initially small cottages were purchased to provide additional accommodations for
the artists and craftsmen. The Clarks themselves moved to ʻCorycliffʼ, a two
storey summer house close to the bluffs to the southwest of the main Guild
House (now demolished).

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!

15. Corycliff, residence of the Clarks after the
development of the Guild Inn, now demolished.
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18. Guild Inn lands 1965, rapid extensive
subdivision development

Erosion control was required along the bluff as a strip approximately 18” wide
was lost each year. Over the years, Spencer widened the beach and constructed
breakwaters to protect the cliffs from wave action.
During the early years of WW II, materials for some of the crafts, such as steel
and iron for metalwork and specialty yarns for weaving, became unavailable. In
1943, the house provided radio telegraphy training for WRENS, and later, a
hospital for war veterans. The Guild of All Arts did not reopen until 1947
Following the war, the Guild could no longer afford to subsidize the artists. The
Inn became used primarily for visitors and non-resident craftsmen. Property
taxes increased dramatically and the Clarks were forced to sell 400 acres.
Guildwood Village, the community surrounding the Inn, was the resulting
development. The area to the north of Guildwood Parkway was developed in the
late 1950ʼs and the subdivisions to the west of the Guild Inn site followed in the
early 1960ʼs.
The post war years, particularly in the 1960ʼs, also brought a building boom and
quest for modernization to downtown Toronto. Numerous heritage buildings in the
PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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City were being demolished to make way new development. The Clarks noticed
the loss of significant examples of craftsmanship and irreplaceable artistry.
Spencer became involved with preserving Torontoʼs architectural heritage. When
threatened buildings were demolished, he saved architectural fragments and had
them re-erected at the Guild Inn site.
In 1965, a six storey concrete hotel wing was added, together with a swimming
pool. Visitation to the Guild Inn increased. All kinds of visitors came, from
dignitaries and ambassadors to movie stars and musicians. The Guild, its artists
and craftsmen and the architectural preservation theme were celebrated and in
association publicized by the diverse high profile guests who stayed there.
By the mid to late 1970ʼs, the Clarks were aging and in poor health. They felt a
public trust, in what this site could mean to future generations. Finally, in 1978,
the Clarks convinced Metropolitan Toronto council to acquire the site.
Spencer assisted in managing the property until 1983 and Delta Hotels managed
the site for two years, followed by CN Hotels, both without success.
Rosa died in 1981 and Spencer in 1986, and without them, the site has failed to
flourish. A number of proposals have been made in recent years, but none have
presented viable business plans meeting the approval of the community or plans
that were carried through despite community and City support.

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!

19. Image of guild Inn complex c 1970 illustrating
House/Inn with hotel wing and pool (demolished).

20. Images of some of the many Guild site
artifacts PGA
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2.0! Approach-Interpretation Strategy
The intent of the Interpretation Strategy is to illuminate and inform the visitor to
the Guild Inn Estate about the unique position the Guild holds in the history of the
Arts and Crafts in Toronto. This significance is threefold it was;
•

a social site for visitors to meet, discuss and rub shoulders with some of
Torontoʼs illuminati in the arts;

•

a site of artistic production, home to resident sculptors, painters, weavers,
metal and woodworkers a community of likeminded artisans;

•

a place of presentation, a gallery of a sort, of all manner of works of art
and craft both in the landscape and the interiors of the Guild buildings.

21. Sleigh ride c 1940 History Guild inn

This is no longer immediately apparent in the current park like approach to the
setting, with the loss of most of the original buildings on the site and with the
removal of most of the small artifacts. Nonetheless the collection of architectural
and other sculptures remaining in the landscape around the Guild Inn hints at a
back storey to the present condition, what is this place, what happened here.
22. Weaver at 100” loom,

The Guild Inn Estates project includes the former Guild Inn as it was in 1932, the
Bickford House, at its core. Within this building and the proposed new lobbies a
variety of means will be employed to inform visitors to the building about its use,
development and relationship to the larger site which remains with the City of
Toronto.

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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City of Toronto Requirements

The site is once more evolving with the proposed additions to and alterations of
the original Bickford House into an banquet and events centre. This proposal will
alter the existing physical condition of the Guild Inn building through the removal
of additions created in the 1935-1950 period, returning the house to its Bickford
House form as acquired by the Clarks in 1932. To this will be added new wings
both east and west, to the east a ceremonial pavilion, to the west a grouping of
banquet and events rooms for conference, reception and meeting purposes.
Although physically altered the buildings will continue the legacy of the Clarks as
a special place of gathering and celebration.
As a part of the approval process for the project, the City of Toronto has required
the preparation of an interpretive plan. This Interpretive Plan is intended to meet
that requirement and outlines a proposal for the interpretation of the project
within and with a focus on the historic Guild Inn building history and artistic
context. It is not intended to be a Plan for the Interpretation of the full site, the
vast collection of site artifacts, gardens, natural history, other buildings or building
sites. These surrounding areas would benefit from further interpretation in future.
We encourage the City of Toronto in developing parallel interpretation of the full
site, to coordinate interpretive stories and means with those of the Guild Inn
Estates building project.

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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Character Defining Features Summary

Character Defining Features of the Guild Inn fall into two primary divisions, those
of those of the surrounding site and those of the Guild Inn building, the Bickford
House of 1914.
4.1"

The Guild Site

Surrounding the Bickford - Guild Inn House the 88 acre site of the Guild Inn is
extensive. The site is owned by the Toronto Region Conservation Authority
(TRCA) with an overall “ownership” head lease to the City of Toronto for
management and operation. The site and the landscape immediately surrounding
the Guild Estates will remain separately as a City responsibility.
The site of the proposed Guild Inn Estates is a small portion of this large site of
only the immediate 10 ft. surrounding the historic Guild Inn core Bickford House
and terraces. This report has been prepared in support of the development of the
Guild Inn Estates building work. For further information on the site surrounding
the house and its features refer to the Guild Management Plan, City of Toronto,
November 2014.
As noted above I recommend that a corresponding Interpretation Plan for the
larger site be developed in coordination with this plan for the development of the
Guild Inn Estate, so that the visitor has a seamless and consistent interpretation
program experience.
4.2"

The Guild Inn

The historic building at the heart of the former Guild Inn was a country house
built for a Colonel Bickford in 1914 at the beginning of the First World War.
This house was constructed in a simple Arts and Crafts style promoted by the
English Arts and Crafts work of CFA Voysey (1857-1941) in the later years of the
PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!

24. Living Room 1932, later the east oak dining
room of the Guild, History Guild Inn
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19th century. In his work Voysey sought in a Gothic manner to produce organic
works that sprung naturally from their sites. He believed in a simple expression of
natural materials and spare forms. Unlike other practitioners of the time who
despite similar inclinations still managed to produce recognizably Gothic
buildings, Voyseyʼs approach lead to many of his architectural works including no
specific Gothic references. In his work a simple form is clad in white hurling, a
heavily textured stucco, with a concentration of detail in entrance features,
windows, doors, roof overhangs, eaves and exposed rafter tails.
Voysey is considered by some, including the well know architectural theorist
Nikolaus Pevsner as a pioneer of modern Architecture. Voysey always denied
this.

25. Perrycroft by CFA Voysey, web

Voysey was also very active in industrial design in an Arts and Crafts style
producing noteworthy designs of furnishings, clocks, fabrics, carpets, metalwork,
ceramics, and graphic arts.
With Respect to the Bickford House the Character Defining Features are;
•

The placement of the building centrally within the site, setback from
Guildwood Parkway and within the gated entrance to a large estate site.

•

Views to and from the building reinforce its country estate character and
placement. The view from the entrance gates position the building within a
large foreground landscape complete with both horticultural and sculptural
interest. The building takes advantage of a significant view to Lake Ontario
through the historic development of a well structured axial corridor central to
the south gardens which frame this view and are a main organizing feature of
the gardens.

•

The terraces attached to the south, rear, of the house are sufficiently elevated
to respond to and create a platform for the enjoyment of this view a feature of
26. The Bickford House and stables building,
the use of the Bickford house and later the house as the Guild Inn.
Ranelagh Park, c1920. Note the distinct
similarities to the work of CFA Voysey

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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•

The Voyseyan form of the house, commissioned by Colonel Bickford. The
design includes a butterfly plan, a central pavilion with two angled wings
embracing and framing a central entrance and port cochere. The central
pavilion is framed by parapet gable ends with cottage roofed wings and large
expressive chimneys are expressive features symbolic of the comfort of
“hearth and home”.

•

The materiality of the building strongly also relates to the Voyseyan design
with simple textured walls clad in hurling, a coarse stucco, painted white,
exposed wood roof rafter tails , simple wood trim framing windows and a
wood framed port cochere supported in battered stone columns at the
entrance

•

The layout of the building is symmetrical with asymmetrical features in
windows and doors including a large stepped window reflecting the interior
grand stair behind.

•

The terraces extending south a part of the concept of the house to take
advantage of the views to the lake. The upper terrace was originally the floor
of a south semi-circular porch.

•

At the interior; the main entrance hall features are significant and include the
main entrance stair, wall, panelling and landing soffit, ceiling beams and the
entrance hall fireplace.

•

The twin dining rooms, originally living room and dining room with wood wall
panelling in the west, dining, room, ceiling beams and a fireplace in the east,
living, room. These interior features persisted through the history of the
building as elements of the original residence and significantly, later, setting
the tone and context for the arts and crafts roots of the Guild Inn.

"

"
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27. Aerial view of south lawns-garden c 1940,
note the strong axial path in a cleared opening
from the south terraces to the bluffs. Below the
opposite view from terraces to the lake. This view
from the house to the lake is a significant attribute
and an original organizing principle. Guild Management
Plan, City of Toronto

In addition to the house, across from the house and framing the large front lawn,
was a second complimentary building in a similar Voyseyan style, a stables /
grooms residence. This building was destroyed by fire in 2007 and is no longer a
feature of the site.
PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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28. Post Card view of the entrance hall after
the war with the interior exhibiting many
artifacts still in the City of Toronto collection.
Below a view of the entrance hall recently
postcard-web, photo PGA
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29. View looking east of the Oak dining rooms
after the war with tables and wall plaques still
in the City of Toronto collection. It is proposed
that the tables return to this area on loan from
the City. Below, a view of the rooms today, little
changed from the Guild Inn view. History Guild Inn,
photo PGA

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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As noted elsewhere, the building site of the proposed Guild Event Centre is
roughly in the middle of a large 88 acre property. The larger site is divided into
several zones both natural and cultural landscapes and has been has been
thoroughly analyzed in the document “Management Plan for Guild Park and
Gardens” dated November 2014. In this report several themes (areas) were
identified; Natural Heritage, Cultural Heritage, Horticulture / Park and Trails.
Each of these areas of interest will attract visitors to the site and each has a
relationship to the story of the site.
5.2"

The Guild Inn Estate28

The Guild Inn estates is a facility that combines the historic Historic Core Bickford
House, to which will be added to the east an enclosed vestibule and beyond an
open air pavilion and to the west and enclosed vestibule and beyond a wind with
large events rooms and service kitchen.
The site of this complex is the immediate 10ft. area around the proposed
building.
Visitors to the Guild Inn Estates complex will include all manner of users of the
facility from the casual site visitor, to users of the facility for special events. We
anticipate;
•

Restaurant patrons,

•

Wedding parties,

•

Conference attendees,

•

Members of business meetings

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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Of these groups it is anticipated that the wedding business will be the largest
single user group of the Guild Inn Estates Facility.

30. Weddings are very popular in the attractive surroundings of
the Guild gardens. It is anticipated weddings will be the largest
use of the Guild Inn estates facility, web-Purple Martini Wedding Photography

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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Means for Interpreting

A variety of means are proposed to be employed in the interpretation of the site
both passive and active.
Passive means include the preservation and reinforcement of physical elements
on the site which survive from the Guild Inn and Guild of All Arts periods. These
elements will include elements of the historic core Bickford House - Guild Inn, its
associated (to be restored) port cochere and south terraces.
For the active interpretation of the Guild Inn, various means are proposed.
These include interpretive panels, naming opportunities, placement of original
Guild artifacts from the City of Toronto collection, the use of virtual and electronic
media and through traditional printed materials.
6.1"

Interpretive Panels

Strategically placed interpretive panels will tell the storey of the Guild of all Arts
and the Guild Inn relative to the placement of the panels. Panels will be robust
and mounted on walls or stands at a comfortable reading height.
Panels will incorporate succinct focussed text illustrated by historic maps, plans,
photographs and other images telling the storey of the Guild Inn in the theme
areas identified.
The final design and location of panels will be confirmed by the Heritage Architect
and to the satisfaction of the Manager of Heritage Preservation Services, City of
Toronto. Refer to section 8.0 for tentative locations of key panels.

PHILIP GOLDSMITH I ARCHITECT!
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Architecture and naming conventions

Each of the principal rooms for the events centre will be named after a significant
person related to the Historic Guild. This is a tradition begun years ago by the
Clarks to honour important friends and patrons of the Guild. For example the
second floor meeting room in the Core House was named after Sir Frederick
Banting, the Banting Room. Banting was a close friend of the family and spent
much time at the Guild Inn. This room will continue with the “Banting” name. A
system of both wayfinding and room identification plaques will be developed for
the entire complex during the interior design stage.
Other historic room names:
Oak Rooms
Coraʼs Dining Room, also called the Canary Dining Room
Governorsʼ Room, after several Lieutenant Governors
As owner - operators of the Guild, Spencer and Rosa Clark did not of course
name rooms after themselves. It is appropriate however that this be now
corrected and that they be commemorated in the naming of rooms.
The following is a list of significant persons who we feel should be honoured with
rooms named after them at the Guild:
Individuals:
Rosa and Spencer Clark
Sir Frederick Banting
A.J. Casson
A.Y.Jackson
Sir Earnest MacMillian
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Other rooms or spaces might recognize the significant arts that took place at the
Guild:
Painters
Sculptors
Weavers
Carvers
6.3"

Artifacts

The City of Toronto preserves a large collection of artifacts from the days of the
Guild Inn and the Guild of All Arts. These artifacts fall into several primary
categories:
Paintings
Works on Paper, prints, etchings
Historic architectural plans for the site and buildings
Photographic collection
Books and printed materials
Sculptures
Works in metal
Furnishings and decorative works in wood
Craft artifacts and equipment
Business records

31. Below sample images of Guild artifacts in
the City of Toronto collection. A selection of
artifacts on loan from the City of Toronto are
proposed to be on display at the Guild Inn
Estate, City of Toronto

It is proposed that a selection of these materials be placed (replaced) in the Guild
Events Centre through a loan agreement with the City of Toronto.
Furniture items have been selected for reuse. Tables which were once used in
the dining and / or retail shops will be restored and returned to the dining rooms
for active reuse. Other furnishings will be studied as the interior design develops.
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where appropriate opportunities exist, other items of furniture may also be
requested for display and use.
A selection of Paintings and other work on Paper will be considered for
placement on site. These works would further enhance the space and create a
direct link to the history of the guild for both active and passive interpretation
purposes. Significant works would be identified in small naming plaques with
some additional text explaining the link with the Guild. The final selection will be
made as the interior design of the space progresses.
Images of a few key architectural drawings will be used to illustrate the plans that
Spencer and Rosa had for the Guild Inn. The Clarks had many ideas for the site,
some of which were realized, others were not, for which architectural plans were
drawn. These images will be used as illustrations on interpretive panels that
discuss the actual final development of the site as well as various other concepts
Spencer and Rosa considered for the Guild
The Guild collection includes many sculptures some of which would make great
additions to the artistic interpretation of the Guild as well as to provide a direct
link to the many sculptures that enliven the landscape. A selection of these will be
considered and may be requested for display on site. Consideration would be
given to security of the piece as well as its durability and appropriateness to the
overall interior design scheme.
Other artifacts associated with the site will also be considered for display. These
may include metalwork, lights and lamps, carved wood items, fabrics and crafts
equipment. The Guild Inn Estates is not a museum so consideration must be
given to the security-vulnerability of the piece to thievery, general damage,
environment and the space requirements necessary for their appreciation. Some
space has been identified on the ground floor for a small display area as well as
the east lobby.
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The final selection of artifacts and placement will be made in consultation with
the Heritage Architect and to the satisfaction of the Manager of Heritage
Preservation Services, City of Toronto.
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Virtual-Electronic Media

Electronic media in its varied forms will be used to further add to the
interpretation of the site
A web site for the Guild Inn Estate will be developed for the events centre. A
portion of this website will be tabbed for access to historic information. This will
include text history, personal stories, images and drawings, and a CBC movie of
the site can be made available with permission of the City of Toronto.
It is further proposed that the mobile device and web based system “Building
Stories” be used for free mobile access to information about the site. This
resource is being built by the University of Waterloo Heritage Resource centre
and already contains information on hundreds of buildings and sites.
The Mobile App associated with Building Stories uses GPS information to link
you to information about features close at hand.
Information and images of the Guild Inn will be uploaded to the site and tell the
storey of the historic building and signage at display locations will reference this
App and source of additional information.
We recommend that the same Building Stories website be used by the City of
Toronto to contribute to the interpretation other key locations on site such as
Building 191, the Osterhaut Cabin, Sculptorʼs Cabin, Greek Theatre and the now
missing Studio Building
Building Stories is not specific to a location but is available at any location a
mobile device can access the internet. Below we have suggested tentative
locations for signage which will “suggest” the viewer connect to Building Stories
for information or additional information.
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The final electronic media plan will be made in consultation with the Heritage
Architect and to the satisfaction of the Manager of Heritage Preservation
Services, City of Toronto.
Access to Guild Inn Estates

For more information
about the Guild go to
www.buildingstories.co

Location of Building Stories
Plaque

N

Part Site Plan, Q2 Architects
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Printed Materials

Traditional pamphlets are planned in addition to mobile device links. These
traditional printed materials promoting the Guild Inn Estate can include additional
materials on the Guild Inn, capsule history and small images so potential users
are informed of the significance of this historic place.
"
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Interpretation Themes

The storey of the Guild Inn is fascinating and multi-dimensional with many
possible themes. The Guild Inn Estate will concentrate on themes associated
with the Bickford-Guild House
It is a storey that starts in rural Ontario in the countryside outside of Toronto, a
place of retreat, peace and country pleasures as a private estate for Col.
Bickford.
The site changes hands and is linked to missionary work in China before
returning to use as a country home for an american entrepreneur R.V.Look.
It is associated with the personal storey of the Clarks and their ambitions to
support artists in a Arts and Crafts (Medieval) guild like community based on
historic socialsist philosophy, a component of their greater interest in social
justice and equality.
It is a storey of a cultural community that gathered at the Guild for recreation,
entertainment and social intercourse.
It is a storey of the arts and artists who gathered here to both create, make and
sell their creations interrupted by the pervasive impacts of the second World War.
7.1"

The early years before the Guild

Scarborough Township a rural farming community and its shift along the lake to
sites for recreation and rural retreat.
Colonel Bickford acquires the site of the Guild and constructs his summer house
and a substantial stable for his polo ponies, called Ranelagh Park. The year is
1914 and the commencement of WW1.
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The design of the house and stables. The Arts and Crafts movement and the
work of CFA Voysey. The Colonel in the war, sells his estate, moves to Buffalo.
The China Mission Seminary after the war seeks a place of refuge to train
missionaries for work in China. The 1920s and the wests interests in China, to
accumulate influence and to convert the Chinese to Christianity. The desire need for a larger training facility and the Mission moves to a new location
Bickford and Design of Ranelagh Park

R.V.Look purchases the estate, now Cliff Acres, as his summer home, American
from Kentucky but relocated to Canada in 1913.
Estate purchased by Rosa Breithaupt Hewetson 1932. Rosa and Spencer meet,
marry and honeymoon at Roycroft
7.2"

The Guild of all Arts and the Guild Inn, Spencer and Rosa Clark

Rosa personal history and interest in social justice. Rosaʼs first marriage,
children, shoe company, purchase of Cliff Acres. Spenser Clark and his interest
in social justice. Rosa and Spencer honeymoon at Roycroft. Roycroft an artist
craftsmen colony-cooperative in the spirit of the Arts and Crafts Movement. Elbert
Hubbard. Spencer and Rosa conceive of an artists “arts and crafts” cooperative
on the Cliff Acre Estate.

Rosa and Spencer develop the Guild of All Arts

The Guild is initiated as an Artists co-operative along an Arts and Crafts model.
Support for artists in the Great Depression. This is a storey with two sides,
•

•

the storey of engagement and the building of the artists community with
the associated effort to display and sell their work to help support the
Guild of All Arts, and

A community of friends and artists
include; Sir Earnest MacMillan, AY
Jackson, Sir Frederick Banting,

the storey of this artist-craftsman “colony” as a fascinating destination for
viewing and purchasing as well as an engaging day out in the country,
resulting in the establishment of the Guild Inn. The Guild becomes an
attraction, visitors require food and accommodation, the Guild Inn is
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established and development of the site as an Inn and recreational /
cultural retreat begin.
7.3"

Interruptions, the war years

The Second World War, the Guild is requisitioned as a Wren training site and
then a recovery hospital. The Guild and the Guild Inn are suspended. The War
years in Scarborough, the Wrens.
The Guild during WW2

7.4"

After the War, Recovery and the growth of Guildwood

The Guild Inn grows after the war increasingly a recreational retreat site as
support for the arts continues. In 1962 a large Hotel wing added. Scarborough
joins Metro Toronto as a Borough. The development of Guildwood Village results
from a need for revenue guided by Spencer an engineer and planner.
The Guild after the war, the arts, a retreat form the City

7.5"

Architectural sculpture collection

Modernism takes hold of Toronto after the second world war in the 1950s, 60s
and 70s and many wonderful historic buildings are demolished in downtown
Toronto. Spencer arranges to salvage decorative components of heritage
buildings to preserve and showcase the art of the architectural sculptor.
Assemblies and monuments are constructed on site, the largest and possibly the
latest is the Greek Theatre, displaying, using salvaged decorative building
elements as well as providing a location for summer performances constructed in
1978.

Development of Guildwood Village

Architectural Monuments
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Interpretation Locations

The east lobby is identified as a location for an introduction to the Guild Inn. This
lobby connects directly to the interior space set aside for a “museum” display.
These two areas will be the primary locations for telling the storey of the guild.
In addition to these rooms the deployment of artifacts, panels, labels and the
preservation of the main entrance and dining room areas will more subtly both
passively and actively interpret the Guild.
The restoration of the front port cochere and the preservation and reuse of the
south terraces further passively interpret the relationship of the Guild to the site.
Interpretive panels at key locations as tentatively described below will provide
interpretation of what is seen from these locations. Panels and the storey they tell
are located in logical relationship to their location. Final interpretive locations will
be made in consultation with the Heritage Architect and to the satisfaction of the
Manager of Preservation Services, City of Toronto.
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Exterior area with labelled exterior
artifacts on display

Exterior area with labelled
exterior artifacts on display
and panel interpreting the
south gardens
Area for primary
interpretation, furnishings,
art and artifacts and panels
describing development of
the Guild Inn and Guild of
all arts history and crafts.
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Area of secondary
interpretation, labels,
furnishings, art and
artifacts

Interior area with labelled art and
artifacts on display -decoration
Ground Floor, Q2 Architects
Circulation

Historic entrance, panels introducing the
Bickford residence development history and
Guild Inn society, with display of art and artifacts
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Area with labelled art and
artifacts on display - decoration

Second Floor, Q2 Architects
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